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“Pragmatics, 

as the study of language use in context (Crystal, 1997), 

has at its core the ability to map form and function with the goal 
of using language effectively and appropriately relative to a 
certain communicative context [and its interlocutors].” 

(Timpe-Laughlin, 2018, p. 298)

What is pragmatics?
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Knowledge of the associations between 
form and meaning in context

Grammatical 
knowledge

Sociocultural
knowledge

Pragmalinguistics Sociopragmatics

related to related tospeech acts
functions

register
formality 
routines
… 

Pragmatic 
knowledge

Could you send me the report? 
Send me the report ASAP. 

What is pragmatics?
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Pragmatics
key component of 

communicative language ability 
(Timpe-Laughlin, Wain & Schmidgall, 2015)

Second 
Language 

Acquisition
Assessment

• nature of pragmatic ability
• how to elicit pragmatic behaviors  (instruments) 
• how to measure L2 pragmatic development



The three historical phases of L2 
pragmatics assessment
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Phase 1:  The cross-cultural sociopragmatic focus

Phase 2: Pragmalinguistics & technology

Phase 3: Discursive pragmatics & interaction

Discursive 
Perspective

Rationalist 
Perspective
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Phase 1:  The cross-cultural sociopragmatic focus

Hudson, Detmer, and Brown 
(1992, 1995)

• first large-scale cross-cultural pragmatics assessment battery 

• to measure Japanese ESL learners’ sociopragmatic abilities

• request, refusal, and apology

Discourse completion task
(DCT)

Role-plays

• first large-scale cross-cultural pragmatics assessment battery 

• to measure Japanese ESL learners’ sociopragmatic abilities

• request, refusal, and apology



Sample of a written DCT (Hudson, Detmer, & Brown, 1995)
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Sample of a role play (Hudson, Detmer, & Brown, 1995)



Rating & scoring
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DCT responses and role-play performances were evaluated by native speaker raters, 

using a 5-point scale ranging from “very unsatisfactory” to “completely 

appropriate” 

Criteria: 

- ability to use the correct speech act 

- formulaic expressions 

- amount of information 

- degree of formality, directness, and politeness



Rating & scoring
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individual, rational actors 
who use their linguistic 

repertoire 
to achieve a particular 

intended communicative  
goal

(Kasper, 2006; Youn & 
Bogorevich, 2019)

Native speaker ratings?
What about other aspects of the 

pragmatics construct?
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Phase 2: Pragmalinguistics & technology

Computer scored 
Multiple-choice DCTs

Rater-scored DCTs with 
rejoinders

• Goal: broadening the construct

• Focus on pragmalinguistic dimension

• Roever’s (2006) “agnostic” web-based test battery assessed the…

a) comprehension of implicatures

b) comprehension of routine formulae

c) production of requests, apologies, refusals



Sample of a multiple-choice implicature comprehension item (Roever, 2006)
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Sample of a DCT item with rejoinder (Taguchi & Roever, 2018)

Bill, can you give me a ride to work? My car won’t start.



Sample an extended DCT (Roever, Fraser, & Elder, 2014)



Rating & scoring
- Trained raters with knowledge in pragmatics

- Each turn is rated on a scale from 0-3
• 3=completely idiomatic
• 2=not completely idiomatic
• 1=somewhat unidiomatic but comprehensible
• 0=entirely unidiomatic and/or incomprehensible



- still operating within the rationalist speech act tradition
- broadened the scope of L2 pragmatics assessment
- added a stronger focus on reception
- began to implement technology

- written DCTs
- each turn scored separately
- their operationalization underrepresented a key component: 

context
- items were limited:

- relationships between interlocutors 
- co-constructed nature of pragmatics in talk-in-interaction 

Speakers jointly organize their turns 
while employing interactional 

resources to accomplish pragmatic 
actions. 

Phase 2 summary



• Goal: Develop a more comprehensive construct representation

• Conversation analysis (CA)

• employing interactional resources to accomplish pragmatic actions

• co-constructed, sequential unfolding of pragmatic meaning across 

multiple turns in real-life conversations

• Youn (2015)

• approach rooted in task-based language assessment, discursive 

pragmatics, and interaction competence  

• Needs analysis 

• Analysis of the language used in the TLU context

20

Phase 3: Discursive pragmatics & interaction

In-person 
Role plays
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Sample of a role play task from Youn (2013)



Rating & scoring
- analyzed the performance data qualitatively using CA and quantitatively 

deploying multifaceted Rasch measurement

- identified performance markers for learners at different levels of proficiency 
which she then used to inform the design of her scoring rubrics

- trained raters based on scoring manual
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Phase 3

• Authenticity & broader construct representation, esp. in talk-in-interaction

• CA as a magnifying glass to inform the test construct

• Mostly speaking, little research in the written domain

• Role-plays: time- and resource-intensive in terms of administering and scoring



Taking stock
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- A move from sociopragmatics via pragmalinguistics to interaction

- From a rationalist view to interaction perspective

- Two types of elicitation methods:

- DCTs

- Role plays Which approach is better?

What should I use? DCTs or 
role plays?

NEITHER

It depends.



What is the intended use of the 
pragmatics assessment?
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Which pragmatics features should be 
included? 
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• New phases in research driven by attempt to “broaden the construct 

representation”

• it is impractical, if not impossible, to cover the entire construct in any individual 

assessment

• Select features of the construct that are of interest for the specific context or 

purpose of an assessment
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• systematic implementation of context variables 

• fairly easy to administer large-scale

• rather efficient with regard to scoring

• practical elicitation devices

• capture test-takers’ offline knowledge of semantic formulae

• far from actual conversations

• responses are not constructed under the pressure of real time 
communication

• test-takers therefore oftentimes respond in a way they think they would
respond in that situation, which is not necessarily how they actually 
respond in real-life interactions (Golato, 2003)

DCTs or role plays?
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• Provide stronger evidence of how learners produce or comprehend 
pragmatic meaning in interaction

• cognitive demands during interaction may obscure learners’ knowledge 
of pragmatic forms (e.g., Safont, 2004)

DCTs or role plays?

DCTs → aspects of pragmatic knowledge

Role plays → elicit pragmatic performance in interaction

It is critical to contextualize the scenario presented to students in 
order to adequately allow for form-function-context mapping.



How to establish benchmark criteria?
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Pragmatic norms (i.e., what is and what is not appropriate) 
can vary from one context to the next and even among speakers in the same 

situation.

Appropriateness
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Steps to determine rating criteria:

1) What kinds of behavior need to be elicited or observed in order to draw 

inferences about learners’ pragmatic ability in a certain context?

2) Scoring rubric → relevant descriptors and performance examples

3) Rater training

4) How to deal with test takers’ subjectivity and individual identities?

How to establish benchmark criteria?



Many thanks!

Questions?

10/20/202
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